Signal Seeker
Quarterly Newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society

2016 National Convention—Warwick, RI
MAC was well represented with several awards, personal awards and Chapter Top Flight Award, again.

MAC Schedule of Events
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January
21-24

Florida Regional
Lakeland, FL

March 14

MAC Tech Session and Judging School
Jack Evans Chevrolet
Front Royal VA

March 19-21

Arizona Regional
Tucson, Arizona

April 18

MAC Tech Session and Judging School
Gettysburg, PA
Frank Buck

April 23-25

Carolinas Regional
Concord, NC

April 23-25

Spring Carlisle
Carlisle, PA

May 2

MAC Road Tour
Zip Products, Mechanicsville, VA

May 14-17

Heart of America Regional
Joplin, MO

May 30

MAC Judging School and Mini-Judging Meet
Cumberland, MD
Mike McCagh’s Farm

June 19-20

MAC Spring Judging Meet and School
Zip Products, Mechanicsville, VA

July 19-24

National Convention
Denver, CO

August 28-30

Corvettes at Carlisle
Carlisle, PA

August 29

13th Annual Picnic
Shippensburg, PA
K.C and Sue Strawmyre (717-423-6735)
Mike and Connie Hair (717-263-0792)

September 10

Corvette Days
@ Sully Historic Site, Chantilly, VA

October 1-4

Fall Carlisle
Carlisle, PA

October 17

MAC Tech Session
Klick Lewis Chevrolet, Palmyra PA

October 22-24

Texas Regional
Frisco TX

November 7th

MAC Annual Meeting
Location: Hagerstown, MD

December 2

Annual Holiday Party
Shippensburg, PA
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MAC Membership
Reid Newcomb
Welcome New Members: For detailed contact information on new members,
please contact Reid at newcomb.reid@comcast.net.
We at MAC take great pride in welcoming our new members. Our chapter has
been growing and striving to meet new challenges since 1982. Our members
come from a variety of backgrounds, some with expertise on restorations, some
with knowledge of Corvette history and some who just enjoy taking an occasional drive on a Sunday afternoon. Whatever your interests may be, please take
some time to mark your calendar with our upcoming events and activities. As always, we look forward to seeing you and your family attending MAC events (your
car or cars to be included of course). Should you have any membership questions, please call Reid Newcomb at (410) 742-3070, email new-

Comparison of original c-2 throw out fork seal (the damaged short one) versus a current repo
seal (the tall one)
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Message from the Chair / Jerry Duffey
As the activities for the year start to wind down, I think you can say we have
had a busy year. A lot of members made the trip to Providence Rhode Island
for the National Convention. We then prepared for our own chapter-judging
meet, which was held in Cumberland Maryland, at the farm of Mike and Lea
McCagh. A very special thanks has to be sent out to Mike and Lea for allowing us to visit the farm for the weekend. I know it had to be a lot of work for
them. If you are talking about members doing a lot of extra work, you also
The Mac board of directors has decided to look into the possibility of the MAC hosting a regional in the
next few years. The MAC has a long tradition of hosting regional and national events. Did you know, the
MAC was the first Chapter to ever host regional?
The B.O.D. is also very close to making a decision on the apparel web site. You will be able to order right
from a web site. Watch for information coming to through email.
Also coming to you will be information on your 2017 membership renewal. We are making a few changes
and when finalized we will get the information to you via email or regular mail.
It is that time of the year when we look for members interested in serving as M.A.C. officers. A nominating
committee has been formed to present a list Candidates for the varies positions. Chairman, Vise Chairman,
Treasure, Secretary, and Judging Chairman. If you are interested in throwing your hat in the ring, contact Ron
Wilson, Tom Doi, or Steve Ferry.
We still have some great activities planed. By the time you receive your Signal Seeker we will have had the
M.A.C. Car show at Sully plantation. We have one more tech session in Front Royal VA. at Jack Evens Chevrolet on October the 8th. We also have the annual meeting in Hagerstown MD. November the12th. Finally,
the Christmas party in Shippensburg PA. December 2nd, at K.C. and Sue’s.
Hope to see you at these events
Jerry Duffey, MAC Chair

Signal Seeker Editor’s Message
by Jim Hofferbert
WOW, What a Summer! This issue of the Signal Seeker is jammed
packed with fascinating tech articles contributed by Mike McCagh,
Steve Ferry and Ed Szeliga. Don Lindman covered the National
Road Tour to RI making it feel like we were all along for the ride.
MAC members were well represented at the National Convention under the BIG TOP with personal and chapter awards being received. The MAC judging meet at The Farm was a tremendous success with 9 cars judged.
All receiving Top Flights. And, boy did we party!
This issue closes out with Corvettes At Carlisle. With the changes at the national level new volunteers were
needed to man the booths, both at the store and the tent. Of course MAC members pitched in to make sure
business as usual occurred. It did with many new NCRS members signing up and old members renewing.
Many kudos go to Ton Doi for his ’63 gallery display. Congrats Tom.
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National Corvette Museum Ambassador’s Report
Jim Board (8093)

If it’s been over a year since you visited the National Corvette Museum, you need to take another trip. The
semi-permanent exhibit Corvette Cave In! tells the story of the famous sinkhole that opened up and swallowed
eight priceless Corvettes in the Museum’s Skydome on February 12, 2014.

For another unique experience, in October the NCM’s offers four Lap of Kentucky tours, a partnership between
the National Corvette Museum and the Kentucky State Police. This charity fundraiser allows you to explore
four different sections of Kentucky in a caravan led by a Kentucky State Trooper driving a marked Corvette.
And on November 3-5 join the NCM’s Vets ‘n Vettes as they salute our warfighters. For more information on
all NCM events, visit www.corvettemuseum.org/explore/events/
GM released sales figures for MY2016. Wow! 40,689 Corvettes were produced, up 19% over 2015. 2016 was
the largest Corvette production since 1984! The C7 is a huge success! The best selling model with over half of
the production was the Coupe at 52.6%, next was the Z06 Coupe at 28.4%, Convertible at 12.4% and ZO6
Convertibles at only 6.7% of production. The 2LT Package was the most popular for the Coupe and the 3LZ
Package for the Z06. The best selling color for 2016 was Arctic White, followed by Black then Torch Red.
The NCM is on Facebook. If you haven’t already visited their site, you can find it at www.facebook.com/
corvette museum And don’t miss the fun on MAC’s own Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/
groups/904066849623795/
Cheers,
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ON THE ROAD AGAIN
Tales of the 2016 MAC Road Tour
By Don Lindman
One can ask the question, “How do you make a 6 hour drive to Warwick, RI last 6 days?” The answer is…
Join the MAC Chapter road tour. A second question is, Why? Well, Life is a Highway! and we are going to
enjoy life. And enjoy we did.
Our gathering point was the Best Western hotel in Bethlehem, PA. The MAC Tour members consisted of
eleven cars and 21 people who were joined by folks from the Queen City tour and others from the Eastern
states. We welcomed seven MAC members who never experienced a Bill and Jo Ann road tour. After listenWe began our road tour with a new twist. Early Tuesday morning, July 12, we boarded a coach bound for
New York City. The 9/11 Memorial and Museum
was the destination. Wisely, Bill chose not to drive
our Corvettes into the Big Apple and park. A comfortable ride provided an easy way to our scheduled
tour. This coach was also a welcomed respite for the
return trip. Once at the Memorial site we did a lot of
walking around the 80 acres of the Memorial and the
museum. All who visited this site gained an experience not to be forgotten. We watched videos of September 11 and heard the voices of those who died and
of their families. We all know where we were when
the news came that our country was attacked. Our

New tower at ground zero
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Loading a strange looking Corvette

Sign in lower portion of museum

Latter fire truck after collapse

The morning of July 13 was the beginning of
the driving tour. Our fearless leader, Bill, joined
by Jerry of the Queen City tour, gave us our instructions for the day. Their wisdom is welcomed“Vehicle tanks filled and personal tanks emptied!
Rest stop in 1 and ½ hours.” Our destination is
Highland Falls, NY, two hours and one minute
drive according to Map Quest. Those folks probably never drove the roads surrounding NYC! Fortunately we allowed 3 hours to arrive for our
scheduled tour of the first military academy in our
country. For some reason the Navy veterans were
teased by the tour leaders during the visit to West
Point. During this tour they provided fascinating
stories of the history of West Point and of the
many alumni. These stories alone would fill this
newsletter. Soon a group of new cadets marched
passed us with weapons and packs in the 90 degree heat. We really appreciated the air conditioned bus! One highlight of the tour was the
cemetery where 8,400 are buried, many of whom

Driver’s meeting, day 2, Bethlehem, PA

of this article. General Gavin is the highest ranking
officer to jump into Normandy on D Day.

Soldier’s memorial at West Point Academy

West Point Chapel
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Gavin & Schwarzkopf’s graves at West

Following lunch we drove to the motel in Poughkeepsie
so we could freshen ourselves for a tour of the CIA.
This sounds impressive, and it was. However, we
know this place as the Culinary Institute of America.
Students conducted the tours, and we were tempted as
we watched their classmates preparing delicious treats
and breads. Following the tours, we were escorted to
the restaurants to experience the culinary delights prepared by students. None left hungry following this
unique meal served by those learning the art of caring
Editor’s note: My Son-in-law graduated from the
CIA with a BS, Magnum cu Loudi , valedictorian of
CIA banner

Dinner at the CIA

Student tour guides standing next to a fish
made out of knives, forks, and spoons.

Once we arrived in Lake Placid, we enjoyed a restful evening in our motel across from the Olympic buildings. But anticipation was growing. The next day we would be taking the ferry to Vermont where we would
visit Ben and Jerry’s ice cream factory!! This trip would take us through the beautiful Adirondacks, past White
Face Mountains to Waterbury, VT. We had lunch in this town that was devastated by the flood of 1938. No
one ate desert in preparation for Ben and Jerry’s. Free ice cream tempted all. Following the tour most were
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Olympic building across from Hotel—Lake Placid

Tight quarters on the ferry

Ben and Jerry’s ice cream factory.

Enjoying the good stuff!

Yes there will be. Saturday was our last day “on the road again” for the Mac Tour and it was Bill and Jo
Ann’s last fling. Bill is hanging up his maps and turning the steering wheel over to another roadie. Next year
he will be joining the road tour as a participant. We all appreciated their great work coordinating these trips.
We have been in great hands for many years. For the last time we heard Bill’s voice booming over the megaphone, “Good morning Rutland!” The destination of this day’s journey was Windsor, CT and the Last Night
Out. The driving on this day was more distracting as the scenery was magnificent and the towns quaint. We
agreed that the best town was Manchester, the home of Orvis’ Flagship Store and Fly Tie Museum. The motels and stores are still family owned and we did not see any big chain establishments.
In Arlington, the Sugar Shack and Norman Rockwell Museum provided a good break. Many lunches were
ruined by the great donuts available. Soon the Corvettes arrived in Bennington where a visit to Hemmings
Motor News was scheduled. We could top off our tanks at the gas pumps and empty other tanks in the rooms
marked “Diesel and Ethyl”! Following the old car museum, lunch was enjoyed in the old granite railroad sta-

Gas station at Hemming’s Motor News
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Box car tavern—old train station

All too soon we were on the road to visit the
Bridge of Flowers in Shelburne Falls. The town’s
folks decided to take the abandoned trolley
bridge, scheduled to be torn down, and turn it into
a beautiful attraction. An amazing array of plants
and flowers adorned the bridge. Following the
advice to take time to smell the roses and other
flowers, we were directed to see a rare sight from
the Glacier period. Glacier potholes are visible in
the blue granite rock below the damn. High water
formed whirlpools during this period of time and
drilled holes in the rocks. This was truly amazRestrooms at Hemmings. Editor’s note: Is

Glacier potholes from the Ice Age

The Bridge of Flowers

All good things must come to an end. The MAC Road Tour came to a glorious finish in Windsor, CT.
Here we joined old friends for the Last Night Out reception and meeting. Scott and Kay Sinclair, the National
Road Tour leaders, made the arrangements for this event. Road tour T shirts and pins were handed out and
registration for the convention was completed. This evening provide time to visit, clean cars, rest and prepare
for the drive to the parade assembly area on Sunday. We enjoyed the time to reflect on another great MAC
road tour.
John Mazach shared some reflections on this, his first road tour. John drove his beautiful 1966 Corvette.
He appreciated having his back covered during the road trip as he did not have a navigator. Having seasoned
tour organizers like Bill and Jo Ann was very comforting. John enjoyed the morning drivers meeting and the
bantering that flew around, the beautiful scenery, dinner at the CIA and being with the people who made the
trip fun.
Rick and Patti Risser joined the road tour this year too, however their trip was cut short. In Bennington,
VT they received a call that their granddaughter was going to make an appearance very soon. They headed
home and arrived at 6:30 pm. Vivian Risser was kind enough to wait for them, as she arrived at 8:01 pm that
evening. We congratulate them on their new granddaughter. Maybe next year you can do the whole tour.
As we close this segment of memories, we want to thank Bill and Jo
Ann Sangrey for
all
Last night out. A quilt made by Jo
Ann Sangrey from T shirts of all
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the road tours her and Bill

UNDER THE BIG TOP AT
RHODE ISLAND
July 17th—22nd
The 2016 NCRS National convention
kicked off with a bang. Literally! Thunder storms soaked the judging field
(rain flowing under the tents).

Arrival of road tour

The welcome reception was well attended Sunday
night and everyone got a good night’s sleep and
readied for all the work starting the next day (except
the majority of us who hung around the lounge
till ?)
Monday morning started bright and early with
judge’s breakfast and meetings (judges, OJ’s and
owners)
All operations judging started along with scheduled
PV tests. Seminars and schools were held in the hotel conference rooms. And sight seeing tours began.
That evening we held our annual meeting which was
well attended, not only by the general membership,
but MAC members as well (at least 17 of us.)

Bottom Right: Once again MAC received
the Chapter Top Flight Award (Thanks Martha)

Corvette staged under the tent ready for judging

Great seminars abounded

Some of us know Shannon Urton—Here she is

Tuesday: Bow Tie/Cross Flag judging begins. SemiWednesday began flight judging and carried through
Thursday. About 70 Corvettes received Flight
awards and were recognized at the awards banquet
Thursday night. Among those winners recognizes
were several MAC members awarded everything
from Bow Tie to Top Flight and Duntov.
Right: Terry McManmon always puts on an
educational advanced judging seminar. Bot-

Rare L-88 on display. Of course it’s a Top
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WOW!
The fun started early at the Farm
Mid-Atlantic Chapter Judging Meet

Friday: People started gathering early

The judging school covered the new paint matrix

Dinner cooked right on the spot

Shade abundant to eat and socialize

Mike and Lea McCagh once again provided a spectacular venue for our 2016 chapter meet. MAC members
started arriving early Friday afternoon, even though the formal activities didn‟t start till later. Old friends and
new were able to socialize in the comfort of the shade (or the heat of the shade) Beer, soft drinks and water
kept everyone cool.
Around 5:30 pm everyone assembled in Mike‟s air conditioned garage for our judging school. Chuck Burge
14 Mike‟s newly restored „63 was the subject Corvette.

Dinner was cooked on the spot by the “Chicken Coach” dispatched from the Hen House in Frostburg, MD.
Fried chicken was accompanied by cole slaw and some of the best corn bread ever. What a treat!!!

Prepping cars for presentation on the show field

All cars were staged in the grass

Friday came (maybe) too early for some. L to R, Jerry Duffey, Chuck Berge, and Ron Wilson
bright eyed and bushy tailed! The rest of us were rearing to go! Ha, Ha.

With the cars on the judging field, and the fog lifting, everyone got to work. Sam Neide instructed the owners
and the judges on what he expected and all hit the field; 9 beautiful Corvettes, C1‟s, C2‟s, C3‟s, and C4‟s.

Cars staged ready for judging
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Sam in Chief Judges hat holding judges meeting

Chuck actively helping Sam conduct meeting

Everyone intently listening to instructions

Where’s the quick
disconnect?

Judging begins in earnest. NOW everyone is serious. It’s great to see new judges working with old.

The judging field was well represented by each generation. Of the nine Corvette judged there was 1 C1, 3
C2‟s, 2 C3‟s and 3 C4‟s. This included a „65 big tank Fuelie and two ZR-1‟s (editor’s note: motor boat engines; BIG motor boat engines.)
In addition to the cars staged for flight judging we were honored to have for display Dick Capello‟s 2014
Sportsman; two Bow Tie cars, Bill Harbaugh‟s „67 and Keith Leggett‟s „60; and Gary Dukeman‟s „62 Duntov.
How much more fun can a group of gearheads have than is displayed on these pages? As stated in the title:
WOW!!!!!!!
After lunch, consisting of delicious subs, more corn on the cob, vine ripened fresh tomatoes and chips, the
judging continued till complete around 4:00 pm. When the awards ceremony began Sam mentioned that this
may be the first meet in which ALL flight judged cars received Top Flight awards.
What an accomplishment! But what else would one expect from the Mid-Atlantic Chapter of the
NCRS?
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Dick Capello: 2014 Sportsman

Kenneth Lowe: ‘61 Top Flight

Ward Grove: ‘64 Top Flight

Dave Stahl: ‘65 Top Flight

Mike McCagh: ’63 Top Flight

George Laishley: ‘70 Top Flight

Ron Kerber: ‘71 Top Flight

Edward McCagh: ‘90 Top Flight

Andy Ruby: ‘96 Top Flight

Martha, our phenomenal tabulator
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Patricia Kropac: ‘95 Top Flight

CONGRADULATIONS!!!!!!

Boy! Did we celebrate at the end!!! Just look at that food

Shared Blue Oval parts on our Mid-year Corvettes?
By Steve Ferry
I consider myself a Car Guy since I own a 1940 Ford Coupe Standard that is a former California Hot Rod, flathead and all, and I recently purchased a 1957 Chevy 3100 truck that reside alongside my two 1966 Corvette
Coupes. I like lots of different American cars, so over the last 10 years I have had a number of cars come into
my garage, mostly owned by other individuals that I know and who needed some work done on their cars.
Two of these cars were fully restored Shelby GT350 Mustangs, one was the 46th one built in 1965, and one of
the later build 1966 GT 350 Carryover cars. So you are thinking, why does he bring this up and what does it
have to do with Mid-year Corvettes?
Well, while working on these two GT350s, other than the fact that I was scared out of my mind that something
might happen to them while I did some work on them, I found that both Ford and Chevrolet sourced from the
same suppliers, Bendix and Kelsey Hayes, when acquiring brake items for the disc brake-equipped Mustangs
and the Corvettes. There are two things specifically, the first item is the manual brake master cylinder used on
the 1965 – 1966 Corvettes and Mustangs (Figure #1); they both used the same Bendix master cylinder,
#2225032. The Bendix number for the Corvette master cylinder is #618690 and I believe the Ford number is
618967. The differences are evident in the pictures below (Figures #2 & #3) where the brake lines attach.
Both of these are original units from each manufacturer that I have rebuilt and you will notice that Ford differed from Chevrolet in that they tapped the unit in two areas vice Chevrolet taping only one for the brake
lines. Ford routed the lines to the front and to the back directly from the master cylinder to two different items,
one a proportioning valve (and the second item of discussion) for the rear brake bias, and the other line to a
brass distribution block on the inner fender panel behind the proportioning valve for routing to the front brakes
while Chevrolet routed the single outlet line to a distribution block on the front portion of the frame behind the
front cross member on the driver‟s side which then sent the fluid to the front and back brakes. The master cylinders utilize the same cap and bales (Figures #4 & #5) and the only difference that I can see is an additional
symbol on the bottom of the unit from the Corvette (again, refer to Figures #1 & 2). Further research shows
that the mounting flanges have different spacing, and the internal bore is different as well, 1-inch on the Corvette unit and 15/16ths inch on the Ford unit. I do want to point out that only the disc brake equipped Mustangs were the cars that utilized this master cylinder; the drum brake models had a smaller screw on
18 cap unit. This same master cylinder can be found on the 1966 Thunderbird and the 1966 Lincoln Con-

So did they share other items? Yes, one other, which was mentioned above, the Kelsey Hayes brake proportioning valve (Figures #6 & 7). Chevrolet came out with the J56 Heavy Duty Brakes option for the J50 disk
brakes option in 1966 and continued this option through the 1969 model year with a total of 745 Corvette owners ordering this option during its availability. Now, if you are solely into Corvettes, you would think that the
most visible part of this option, the proportioning valve, GM part number 3878944, sitting on a bracket below
the dual reservoir master cylinder would be extremely hard to come by, but that isn‟t the case especially originals. A couple of years ago I did some searching for J56 parts to see what all could be obtained if one were
inclined to put the J56 option on their Corvette. I found that pretty much everything can be obtained except for
the proportioning valve since there was never a service replacement made available as far as I can find. Well, I
am not sure how many disc brake-equipped 1965 and 1966 Mustangs and Shelby GT350s, were produced, but
all of them came with this same proportioning valve as the Corvette with J56. This valve has Kelsey Hayes
embossed on the passenger side of the valve along with the numbers 56653 right below. There are two types
of these valves made by Kelsey Hayes, one early and one late, and you cannot tell which one that you have until it is taken apart. If you do own one of these and need to rebuild it, please note that it is strongly suggested
that you count the threads showing on the adjuster sleeve ahead of the adjuster lock nut so that upon reassembly, you can have the bias set close to what it was before disassembly. The Thunderbirds and Lincoln Continentals from 1965 – 1966 both utilize this same proportioning valve, but also the same Bendix master cylinder
as mentioned above, so economies of scale were in play at Ford during this time era.
So, you are thinking, how did I come up with this information? I have one of these disc brake proportioning
valves that was left here from the late build 1966 Carryover GT350 I mentioned earlier since the valve was in
need of a rebuild and the guy that owned the Shelby was into making money on them and had no interest in
anything mechanical or that needed to be fixed. What happened was the Shelby was on the top portion of my
four post lift with my 1966 small block Corvette under it and I came out the morning after I put it up on the lift
and there was brake fluid on my hood!! I then realized that there was nothing wrong with the paint because the
rebuilder had used Dot 5 – thank God! I had to carefully remove the proportioning valve and had the owner
buy another one that had to be rebuilt since that was all we could find. There are differences in the rebuild kits
that are available from National Parts Depot given that there are early and late models. The kit for the early
units is 2B091-1BK and the kit for the late units is 2B091-1K, priced at $29.20 and $19.95, respectively at the
time of this writing. I took the valve apart that was on the Shelby and found that one of the seals was installed
backwards, so I flipped the seal around, reassembled the valve and installed it, bled the brakes and never had
any other issues with it.
I did some research on the two valves while I had them on the workbench and found some information on
them, one being the date of manufacture. On the back of the valve there is an end cap with a stamped set of
numbers on it (Figure #8). The one that I have has the numbers 306-5 embossed in it which translates to the
Julian 305th day of 1965 which I believe is November 3, 1965. It is an early style unit that I have rebuilt with
one of the kits from NPD. If you are interested, additional information on these valves can be found on this
site that I found a number of years ago when looking for rebuilding info: http://www.stangerssite.com/
brakevalve.html.
I had thought about adding the J56 parts to my L72 Corvette, but felt that since it was not ordered with it, that I
would just keep the car as ordered and put the valve in a display case along with some other items that I have.
I am not an expert on this option, just someone that loves cars and is interested in knowing as much as I can
about them, especially mid-year Corvettes. If there are any inaccuracies contained above, please do let me
know at steve.ferry@verizon.net.
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And then there was the time that one of the two known hemi head crossram equipped 1968 Camaro Z28s
was in my garage (Figure #9), but that‟s another story…

#1
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#3

#4
#5

#7

#6

#8
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#9

MAC Signal Seeker
Articles about chapter events and the members present technical subjects, and personal experiences
present that would be of interest to the Mid-Atlantic Chapter (MAC) membership are welcome for inclusion in the Signal Seeker. In addition classified advertisements may be submitted for inclusion,
space permitted. Email is the preferred means, but we have the ability to scan both text and pictures if
you sent them by mail.

Signal Seeker Schedule
Issue Date

Article Due

Publish Date

Spring

March 1

March 15

Summer

June 1

June 15

Fall

September 1

September 15

Winter

December 1

December 15

Business Card Advertising
Business cards must be no larger than 2-inches by 3.5 inches. Yearly Rates: MAC members; $20.00,
non-members; $30.00.

Commercial Advertising
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Full Year

Single Issue

Full Page

$250.00

$65.00

Half Page

$140.00

$35.00

Quarter Page

$ 75.00

$20.00

1/16 Page

$ 50.00

$15.00

Member Corvette related classified “wanted and parts for sale” are free; however, they cannot be carried over to the next issue unless requested before the issue deadline. Free advertisements should be
submitted directly to the editor, not the treasurer. Thanks.

C2 STOROAGE COMPARTMENT AND COVER RESTORATION
(Including

labels)
BY ED SZELIGA

I decided that restoring the jack storage compartment of my Daytona Blue ‟64 convertible, including the storage cover, to NCRS judging standards would be a relatively simple and quick exercise. As many NCRS members know, not much associated with the restoration of a vintage Corvette is simple and this effort was no exception as I did experience a few (minor) frustrations along the way. My compartment bins were badly
scuffed and my storage compartment cover was warped, scratched, separating on the edges and, there was very
little left of the original jacking instruction and Positraction Caution labels that were glued to the back side of
the cover.
According to the NCRS Judging Guide the fiberglass surfaces of 1964 Corvette storage compartments should
be a flat or low sheen “body color” (later year C2s also were shipped with small carpet inserts to diminish
scuffing). After a thorough cleaning and light hand sanding of the exposed fiberglass (I taped off and covered
much of the surrounding area) I sprayed the compartments and drive shaft hump with the correct color of blue
vinyl and fiberglass dye (rattle can) acquired from a leading Corvette supply source. Some may question
whether this will meet NCRS judging standards. I elected to do this based on recommendations posted in the
NCRS Tech Discussion Forum by several members who stated that they used spray dye and their cars were
judged successfully in this category. I also replaced the ¾ inch diameter black rubber drain-hole plugs with
the correct (repro) “CAPLUG” logo plugs. FYI, the shape and configuration of the repro plugs are virtually
identical to the originals but the rubber is much more glossy, don‟t know if it will dull down some with time.
I also removed all paint from my scissor jack, jack handle and knock-off hammer, lightly ground smooth a few
dings and deep scratches in the steel, then spray
painted them all
gloss black. I later discovered that my scissor jack
is for a 1963 CorThe last part of this low tech – low effort restoraage compartment cover. I ordered a replacement
(jacking instructions and Positraction Caution)
ferred vendor for about $40.00, including shiphave been more disappointed. The fiberboard
than the original along the long dimension by a bit
inch, which means the glued down carpet would
edges considerably more than allowed by the
And, in my opinion, the repro board was the
light brown or tan while the original is a medium
The difference in the color can be seen in Illustra-

# 1: Repro board on left; original on right.

tion was the storcover and labels
from my preping. Could not
cover was shorter
more than an
overhang the
Judging Guide.
wrong color. It is
or dark brown.
tion # 1.

The repro labels (not shown) appeared correct in terms of size, font, illustrations and font color but the paper
was heavier than the original and the repro labels are pre-glued while the originals were (carelessly) applied
with some type of liquid glue.
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I found what I believe to be the correct material
for the supporting
board at a local building and supply company, it is
“¼ inch thick tempered hardboard”, very similar in appearance,
thickness and texture
to my original. The product I purchased was
manufactured by
Georgia Pacific. I had to purchase a 4‟ x 8‟ sheet,
about $25.00, including tax – that is enough material to make 4 storage
cover boards. For
what it is worth, neither Lowe‟s nor Home Depot
stores near me carth
ried ¼ inch thick stock, all they had was 1/8 inch
material. Cutting the
board to the correct size and shape was easy. I
clamped the original
to a near-correct sized new board and cut most of
the shape on a router
table using a straight cut bit with a roller guide. If
you don‟t have a
router you could just trace the old shape on to the
new board and carefully cut on the line with a fine toothed jig-saw (I
did that for the acute
curved area in the center). The color or shade of
all 3 boards can be
compared in Illustration # 2. The locally acquired #2 local, original and repo tempered board board is on the
left, the original is in the center, and Corvette vendor supplied
The last hurdle was to acquire correct appearing labels that could be glued to the board in a manner similar to
what assembly line workers did back in 1964. I took the two repro labels and my original board with its
original label remnants to a professional print shop near me. They indicated that they would be able to reproduce the labels in a slightly off white, no-shine, paper in a weight (thickness) close to the originals. Purely
on feel and professional experience, they recommended 30 weight paper, which had to be special ordered.
A week later I picked up a dozen jack instruction and Positraction Caution labels that I believe would satisfy
any assembly line employee or NCRS judge. Not cheap (about $50.00), because the print shop had to order
a minimum quantity of the special, low-weight paper.
The next step was to find a glue that left an appearance similar to the original application. Note that this was
not a precision operation on the assembly line. It appears that a worker applied a liquid glue in the “general
vicinity” of the preferred area of the board then applied the label(s) on to the glued area(s). Exact positioning
The NCRS Technical Discussion forum had a number of postings on sugommended adhesives for label application. The most preferred (and almost
find) is any product that resembles LePage‟s mucilage glue (Illustration # 3).
bers also stated that they satisfied judges‟ scrutiny in this area with Weldwood
ment by DAP which is available in most hardware stores and not very expenapply it generously to the correct area of the cover board and just overlay the
your label. The good news is the label will stick like gangbusters on contact –
is the label will stick like gangbusters on contact! Caution is recommended.

Illustration # 4 shows the bottom side of
cover, with labels, carpet and chrome
tra labels and the glue I used to apply
spires some to do the same.
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gested or recimpossible to
Several memContact Cesive. Simply
wet area with
the bad news
# 3: LePage’s

my “restored” storage compartment
bezel installed (along with a few exthem). Hope my small project in-

# 4: Ed’s restored storage compartment cover

VIN: 1Z67W2S520143

Your Add Here

1972 454 LS-5/390 hp Big-Block, 4-bbl Holley carb, numbersmatching, 4-spd M-20 convertible. Very nice driver; runs great and is
fast! Well-maintained; everything works. AC, PS/PB/PW; 3.08 diff;
mostly-restored; Mille Miglia Red paint; black leather interior; 80K
miles; $65,000; $55,000, lots of chrome; Firestone Firehawk radials; call Harry 703-2615322

Free to members

Harry Malone
President
Malone and Associates
C: 703-261-5322
O: 703-261-6715
12040 Winding Creek Court
C2 parts for sale:
Headlight buckets-new GM #3845787/8 $800 pair; Splash shields (L/R inner); oil filter canister-silk screened;
gas line (stainless steel); wire cover plates-pair; fuel pump-40503; for 327/300: crankshaft, harmonic balancer,
timing chain cover.
Contact: Roger Morton, 703-556-7233 or rogermorton@verizon.net.
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Your Add Here,
2009 Couple Atomic Orange- Ebony Interior, 3LT Package, 6 Speed Manual Trans. Mileage: 5025
Original Owner... (have Window Sticker, Bill of Sale,etc.)

Vin#1G1YY26W895107888

Engine:6.2 Liter 430HP
3LT OPTIONS: 6 Disc CD Changer/Bose Premium 7 Speaker sys., Head-Up Display, Power Telescoping Steering Wheel, Heated Seats, Memory Package, Universal Home Remote, Side Impact
Airbags, Power Adjustable Sport Bucket Seats w/Perforated Leather Inserts, Luggage Shade &
Parcel Net, Bluetooth for Phone.
Other Options: Forged Chrome Aluminum Wheels, Full Width Spoiler,Corvette Mats & Leather
Glove Box Lid, Exhaust, Side Coves & Front Grill Screen Plates ,Chrome Door Handles.
Added : Corvette Seatbelt Shoulder Cushions, King Cover Black Stretch Satin Car Cover & Battery
Tender. Always Garage Kept. Showroom Condition—Asking: $34,500
Bob Lovett, 703-407-4700, boblovett@verizon.net, Member # 42960
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Another year, 2016 Corvettes at Carlisle

As usual, more Corvettes than the eye can see!

Chuck Berge is still cruisin’, selling parts &cars. The NCRS gallery was under a tent this year.
Carlisle Events sold the other building. Still great!

Of course, the star of the gallery show was Tom Doi’s Top Flight 1963 split window coupe

There seemed to be more spots filled with venders this year than last, but buyers seemed scarce.

Dave Walker and Zip, however, always had a

MAC members spent many hours working the
National’s tent signing up new NCRS members

Once again this year KC and Sue Strawmyre and Mike and Connie Hair sponsored the Saturday
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night party at the Old Potpourri Factory. Great food, great friends and great fun.

Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society

Membership Application and Renewal
2017
Name: __________________________________ Spouse: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State: __________ Zip +4: _______-_____
Home Phone: ______-______-________

Work/Cell: _____-_____-________

Email Address_____________________________@__________________________________
NCRS # (Required): ___________ Corvettes (Year) Currently Owned: _________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Annual Calendar Year Dues = $25.00 if paid by December 31
If paid after 12/31 dues = $30.00
Membership fee, $15.00 if paid after July 1st (½ year)
Make check payable to:
Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS
And mail to:
Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS
Patricia Kropac, Membership manager

